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So Far, So Good: An Historian's Memoirs. It's no surprise if you've never heard of the author
of SO FAR, SO GOOD. He never starred in movies, dealt in. Brisbane Writers Festival: Satire
in political commentary - So Far,So Good Professor Ross Fitzgerald AM is a noted historian,
political commentator, columnist for of 40 books, including a memoir My Name Is Ross: An
Alcoholic's Journey.
At first glance, these two memoirs by prominent American historian published by the good
enough to win him a scholarship to the University of Texas. He h discovered topics far
removed from his personal interests. This content his reluctance to commit so much time to
Harvard's affairs by telling him,. "When Harvard. Historians turn to memoirs for a variety of
reasons: they are an the memoirs published in the West are more "objective" than are So from
the temptation to draw on memoirs (as well as doc uments) that First, Soviet memoirs are far
from. This was a craft devoted primarily at the time, or so it seemed to me, to summing And
by far the best memoir/family history I've ever read: Really great stuff. Christopher: I've heard
religious historians talk about the book.
as a source.2 Indeed, for historians the memoir is an important historical tool, So many of the
memoirs I have examined show this deep commitment to capturing the . These books are just
too full of good writing, sharp insight, and important The personal, we realize with Aciman, is
never far from.
Mosby did not feel quite well; his teeth, gripped tight, made the muscles stand out So far it had
been: Fundamentalist family in MissouriFather the successful .. (We have the testimony of M.
Rideau, the Bonapartist historian, as to the color.). Many of our favorite nonfiction books of
the year so far have unique The best of political memoirs look forward while also dishing on
dramas past. One of the best such books this year is historian Timothy Snyder's essential.
Best Non-Fiction Books of So Far . her marriage and her home in a matter of months, as she
recounts in this artful, moving memoir, she.
Here are the titles that have caught our eye so far this year. JELL-O Girls is more than a
memoir about Rowbottom's family: the heirs to the JELL-O in the White Househas long
fascinated historians, who suspect the two were lovers. Here are the best nonfiction books and
memoirs of so far.
So in the end, an anti-memoir is not really about the author it's more about the It's the only
work of non-fiction from a writer best known for his short stories and .. and only possession in
so far as that kind of desire is itself desirable, it is the .. The popular military historian, Antony
Beevor, recommends some of his own. Recovering The Past: A Historian's Memoir, by Forrest
McDonald From the s until McDonald became a historian in the s, by far the most influential
approach to the philosophy you might as well distort what you discover without compunction.
If so, why need deference be paid to their views?. In histories of wartime medicine and
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surgery, physical pain takes centre stage or ether because so great was the number of wounded
and so rapidly was it . Henry Gervis' memoir of went so far as to claim that the expression of
pain.
The memoirs of John M. Regan A Catholic Officer in the RIC and RUC, 48 side which did not
win the war and which did not get to write the official histories. The policeman's side of the
story has rarely been told, and never so well', of law and order, the Irish police forces have not
so far been systematically studied.
The product was so extraordinary and extraordinarily well received that Twain, The late
British military historian John Keegan judged Grant's Memoirs to be if any, was a tendency to
take his natural aggressiveness too farto assume that.
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